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Abbreviations and symbols 

,   isomeric forms of lactose 
, ’,   polymorphs of lipids 
L fraction of surface crystallised, limited growth 
E fraction of surface crystallised, free growth 

AD  average deviation 
ADcr  average deviation of a crystalline surface 
ADam  average deviation of an amorphous surface 
AFM  atomic force microscopy 
DSC  differential scanning calorimetry 
ESCA  electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis 

Hm melting enthalpy 
IR  infra-red radiation 
JMAK  Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov 
k crystallisation rate constant 
L the long periodicity of a lamellar structure  
la the length of the amorphous domain 
lc the length of the amorphous domain
logP  the logarithm of the partition coefficient 
m JMAK exponent 
MO  glyceryl monooleat, monoolein 
NMR  nuclear magnetic resonance 
PEG  poly (ethylene glycol) 
PEO  poly (ethylene oxide) 
PVP  poly (N-vinyl pyrrolidon) 
RH  relative humidity 
SAXS  small angle X-ray scattering 
SEDDS  self-emulsifying drug delivery system 
SLN  solid lipid nanoparticle 
Tc crystallisation temperature 
Tg glass transition temperature 
TK Kauzmann temperature 
Tm melting temperature 
WAXS  wide angle X-ray scattering 
wt %  weight percent 
XMO  total fraction of MO 
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Introduction

Pharmaceutical materials 

A pharmaceutical product has many requirements that need to be satisfied if 
it is to be fully acceptable for use in the treatment of disease. It is rare for an 
active compound to possess the material properties suitable for administra-
tion to a patient without modification. Therefore, in addition to an active 
compound all pharmaceuticals contain a number of other components each 
of which contribute to the desired properties of the final product.  

Through history the skill of preparing dosage forms by mixing different in-
gredients has evolved. This has led to a large variety of formulations such as 
tablets, capsules, ointments and inhalation sprays and powders which are 
intended for different routes of administration and used for treatment of a 
variety of diseases. 

During the most recent decades the manufacturing of dosage forms has 
evolved from experience based handicraft to a scientific based and well con-
trolled industrial process. Some of the old dosage forms have become rare, 
for example, pills and dosage powders. The requirements in terms of safety 
and economics imposed by patients and authorities benefit other dosage 
forms and, nowadays, tablets are generally considered to be the most pre-
ferred form for self medication.  

The traditional preparation methods still constitute the foundation of the 
manufacturing process of many pharmaceutical products. However, lately 
the theoretical understanding of the effect of different technical processes on 
the final performance of the product has increased tremendously. New meth-
ods and theories acquired from related areas such as the polymer, ceramic 
and food sciences have contributed significantly to this knowledge. 

There is a widely recognised principle that the traditional, i.e. tried and 
tested chemicals, such as naturally occurring carbohydrates and lipids, are 
the first choice when making a drug formulation. The reason for this is obvi-
ously that toxic hazards have to be fully examined and eliminated if a new 
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chemical entity is introduced into the formulation. This procedure is both 
expensive and time consuming and is therefore avoided whenever possible.

The challenge for persons working with solid pharmaceutical formulation 
today is often to make the drug available for uptake into the body from the 
gastrointestinal tract. This can usually be achieved if the dissolution or sta-
bility of the compound is increased. Thus, by embedding the compound in 
functional materials that can hold and release the compound in an appropri-
ate way, these problems can be overcome.  

The materials should be traditionally used excipients to avoid the lengthy 
and expensive approval procedures required for new chemical entities. The 
desired properties of the carrier material can be obtained by processing exist-
ing excipients through the use of various technical procedures and by mixing 
different components. In this way it is possible to affect the solid state prop-
erties of a material without changing its chemical identity. For instance a 
molecularly disordered material has radically different properties than the 
ordered, i.e. crystalline, of the same compound. Thus, the mixing of different 
materials in the solid state can be a way to obtain suitable microenviron-
ments into which the drug can be incorporated. A considerable amount of 
research is in progress within the area, but some principles and mechanisms 
for the formation and transformations of the solid structure remain to be 
revealed. Knowledge of these is necessary to make rational choices about the 
manufacturing procedures and materials when creating pharmaceutical prod-
ucts.

This thesis focuses on two different kinds of solid mixtures that are thought 
to be suitable matrixes for the incorporation of drugs. These are used for 
studying the formation and transformations of solid state structures. The first 
system is spray-dried amorphous particles that are used to study the stability 
of against re-crystallisation by addition of a polymer. The other system is a 
solid dispersion of a lipid in a semi-crystalline polymer, which phase forma-
tion upon mixing is investigated. 

First a description will be given of some relevant basic phenomena and defi-
nitions fundamental to the understanding of the systems under investigation. 
Thereafter, a short review of the current research within the area and the 
aims of present work will be presented before a summary is made of the 
studies done and the conclusions drawn from the work presented here.  
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Theoretical aspects 

The states of matter 

The number of states the matter can adopt is usually considered to be three; 
solid, liquid and gas. In a solid, the molecular motion is very slow and the 
molecules can be found in more or less fixed positions. The interactions
between the molecules are strong. In a liquid, the interactions are still of 
considerable strength, but the molecules are able to diffuse very rapidly 
which makes them change positions continuously, i.e., they have a high mo-
lecular mobility. In a gas, molecules travel extensive distances without col-
liding and hence without interacting with other molecules.   

A closer look at any material one meets in daily life reveals that the borders 
between the different states are not always as distinct as one would imagine 
from the description above. For instance the well ordered structure of mole-
cules that is usually associated with a solid can be disturbed so that a struc-
ture similar to that of a liquid occurs. One example of this is glass, which is a 
solid, but which is disordered on a molecular scale. In the liquid state, too, 
one can often find more or less ordered aggregates, i.e. liquid crystals,
which sometimes make the system appear solid or semi-solid on a macro-
scopic scale.   

The solid state is often crystalline. In the crystalline state there is long
range order on a molecular scale, which means that the molecules are 
packed according to a specific three dimensional pattern that repeats itself in 
space. A crystal is a particle that can be seen with the naked eye or in a mi-
croscope and which consists of molecules arrange in this pattern. The crystal 
has an outer shape that to some extent reflects the way in which molecules 
are arranged. Usually a compound can adopt different packing patterns, de-
pending on the method of preparation, whereby different crystal forms (i.e. 
polymorphs) are formed.  
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Figure 1. Schematic image of the states of matter on a molecular scale. Depending 
on the way molecules are arranged within the solid state, amorphous or crystalline 
forms occur. 

Transitions from one state to another can be imposed by changes in the tem-
perature or pressure. The temperature where a liquid is transformed into a 
crystalline solid is denoted crystallisation temperature (Tc). Ideally this is 
the same temperature as where the crystalline solid melts i.e. the melting 
temperature (Tm). However, if a liquid is cooled quickly to below this tem-
perature, there is a chance that the molecules will not have sufficient time to 
arrange themselves in a crystalline state. This is because the molecular mo-
bility gets lower as the temperature decreases, as a result of which the mole-
cules will end up in fixed positions at sufficient low temperatures but with a 
retained disordered structure. What is obtained is usually denoted an amor-
phous state. In contrast to the crystalline state, a particle of an amorphous 
material can essentially adopt any shape, whence its name, since amorphous 
means ‘without shape’ which is a characteristic that could not be ascribed an 
ideal crystal. 

An amorphous material has many fundamental properties that are interesting 
from a scientific viewpoint. Since the molecules are not in positions for op-
timal interaction with their neighbours, the amorphous state is a highly ener-
getic state, i.e. it is not in thermodynamic equilibrium. Consequently, there 
is a driving force for the molecules to find more favourable interactions and 
hence to arrange themselves into a crystalline solid. This process is denoted 
a re-crystallisation; the rate at which re-crystallisation takes place is deter-
mined by the molecular mobility of the material and, hence, is very slow at 
temperatures well below the melting temperature.  
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The volume (and enthalpy) of a liquid/solid system as a function of tempera-
ture is shown in Figure 2. When most liquids are cooled, their volume de-
creases continually (water being an important exception). As it passes below 
the melting temperature it is thermodynamically favourable for the liquid be 
to transformed into a crystalline state. Upon a crystallisation the volume of 
essentially all systems decreases and energy is released from the system in 
the form of heat. The energy amount released is equal to the melting en-
thalpy ( Hm). The crystalline state formed exhibits essentially no change in 
volume upon a further cooling. However, if no crystallisation occurs then a 
super-cooled liquid forms which becomes more and more viscous as the 
temperature and the volume continue to decrease. In theory, at a sufficiently 
low temperature, the super-cooled liquid would eventually have the same 
volume as its crystalline counterpart. The temperature at which this hypo-
thetical state would occur is called the Kauzmann temperature (TK) after the 
person who first made this claim.  

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of how the volume or enthalpy of a system changes 
as a function of temperature. Upper solid line shows the pathway for a complete 
amorphous material while the lower shows the behaviour of a crystalline. Figure 
adapted from ref. 4. 

In a real system this state will never be reached since, at a certain point, the 
molecules come so close to one another that further volume contraction is 
not possible. Thus, since the molecules are disordered, the volume attained 
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at this point will be larger than the volume of the crystalline state. The point 
at which this happens is called the glass transition temperature (Tg) and is 
an important characteristic of an amorphous solid. At this temperature the 
super-cooled liquid transforms into a glass which has many properties that 
are different from its former state. A glass is a hard, brittle material with a 
molecular mobility, viscosity, thermal expansivity and heat capacity much 
lower than the material had above Tg. This description of the glass transition 
may be somewhat simplistic and some alternative models exist. Good re-
views of these were made recently.1-4

Mixing components 

Most materials consist of a mixture of two or more components. It is hence 
relevant to here consider the process of mixing. When two components are 
combined several things may happen. If no chemical reactions occur, the 
components may either mix spontaneously, whereby molecules from one 
component are incorporated into the structure of the other, or they might not 
mix at all with the result that each component forms separate phases exclud-
ing molecules of the other type. One example of the former is the mixing of 
water and ethanol which will result in a homogenous liquid, i.e. one single 
phase. Mixing oil and water, on the other hand, will eventually result in the 
spontaneous separation of the components, with the water and oil being iso-
lated in two phases. Most common, however, is an intermediate state where 
a limited amount of one component can be dissolved, i.e. molecularly inter-
calated, into the other component. Phase separation is the separation of a 
one phase mixture into two or more phases.  

One fundamental driving force for the mixing of two components is the en-
tropy. For instance, in a gas the molecules are most likely to be found at 
random locations at any instance, even if the gas consists of different com-
ponents. The mixed state is more disordered and more likely to exist. The 
fact that molecules within the system obtains its most likely configuration 
can be seen as that it has a driving force for creating a disordered state. This 
driving force is known as the entropy of mixing and it is generally positive 
when going from an unmixed to a mixed state, i.e. the disorder increases, 
upon mixing.  

We know from daily life that many liquids and solids remain unmixed. The 
explanation for why they do not mix is the presence of interactions between 
molecules. If strong interactions, within one of the components, are to be 
broken upon mixing energy is required, which disfavours mixing. Favour-
able interactions occurring between the different components in a mixture, 
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on the other hand, favour mixing of those. If two components that are com-
bined can mix spontaneously or if they will stay separated, is determined by 
the balance between the changes in interactions between components and the 
entropy of mixing (i.e. change in disorder). In the ‘theory of regular solu-
tions’ a simple model is used for the calculation of mixing behaviour.  

The term phase is defined as a part of a system which is physically and 
chemically homogenous. From a phase diagram one can read out how 
many phases exist and their variation in composition with temperature and 
overall composition of the system. The appearance of a phase diagram de-
pends on how the components mix, which is a consequence of how they 
interact on a molecular scale. Two examples of typical phase diagrams for 
common solid systems can be found in Figure 3. The first type of system 
shown in the left diagram is called a eutectic mixture. In this system the 
components mix in the liquid state, but not in the solid state with the conse-
quence that melting depression occurs, i.e., the mixture of the components 
has a lower melting temperature than that of the components unmixed. The 
other phase diagram in Figure 3 shows the melting behaviour of a monotec-
tic system for which the transition from a solid to a liquid upon heating 
passes through a two phase area. The melting temperature of component B is 
constant over all compositions (solidus line) while the other decreases mo-
notonously from the melting point of the pure component (liquidus line). 
This type of melting behaviour is regarded as a limiting case of a eutectic-
type where the minimum melting temperature coincide with the melting 
point of one of the pure components.5

Figure 3. Two typical phase diagrams for solid two component mixtures. The 
monotectic (right) is considered to be the limiting case of the eutectic (left). Small 
amounts of component B may be dissolved in the A whereby solid solution (ss)  is 
formed and vice versa for ss . XB denotes mole or weight fraction of component B 
in the system. Arrows indicate melting temperature of the pure components. 

The Flory-Huggins theory for the mixing of polymers is based on the theory 
of regular solutions and has been successfully applied to many systems for 
the prediction the phase diagrams of polymer mixtures. It is for instance able 
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to describe the commonly observed tendency for high molecular weight 
polymers to phase separate to a larger extent than the low molecular weight 
counterparts. The Flory-Huggins theory has been the basis for a successful 
prediction of another important mixing phenomena, the absorption of water 
by amorphous solids.6,7

For the Tg of a mixed system to been described, another relation that has 
been derived from the regular solution theory: The Gordon-Taylor equation  
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where w is the weight of the component and 

 K = ( 1 V2)/( 2 V1)   (2) 

V is the volume expansion at Tg and  the density of the components. This 
relation enables Tg to be calculated for a two component system for all com-
positions. It is based on the assumption of perfect volume additivity. Accord-
ing to the Gordon-Taylor equation, upon absorption of moisture by an amor-
phous solid with a high Tg, a decrease in the Tg of the system would be ex-
pected, as water has a low Tg (-138ºC). And this is indeed true for most 
pharmaceutical materials, where it is usually said that water plasticizes the 
amorphous solid. This means that the Tg of the solid is decreased upon water 
absorption which is a reflection of an increased molecular mobility. This can 
be understood in terms of a decrease in molecular interactions within the 
solid imposed by the presence of water. 8

Solutions and dispersions 

As described above, molecules from one component may be incorporated 
into the other upon mixing. If this occurs in such a way that the molecules of 
the incorporated component, the solute, only interact with molecules of the 
other, the solvent, a solution is obtained. If, on the other hand, separate 
phases are formed, then these phases may either be macroscopically sepa-
rated or one phase may be dispersed in the other. A dispersed system con-
sists of domains, i.e. droplets or particles, of one phase in the other. Milk is a 
classical example of an emulsion (with fat droplets being dispersed in a so-
lution) and paint is an example of a suspension (with dye particles being 
dispersed in a viscous liquid). In pharmaceutics, dispersed systems are found 
in, for instance, ointments and pastes.  
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An important characteristic of a dispersed system is that it contains a large 
amount of particles or droplets, each one having an interface with its sur-
roundings. If the interfacial tension between the phases is large there will 
be a driving force reducing the total area of these interfaces and spontaneous 
coalescence of droplets occur. By adding surface active compounds, which 
become enriched in the interfacial regions, the interfacial tension between 
the phases can be reduced and more stable systems obtained.  

Figure 4. The general pathway for a transition from solution to macroscopically 
separated system. The middle illustration shows one phase dispersed in the other. A 
solid system is likely to be ‘trapped’ in the dispersed state. 

Solid solutions can be of different types. In a crystalline solid the molecules 
can be substituted by molecules from another component, resulting in a sub-
stitutional solid solution. If the molecules of the solute are much smaller 
than the molecules of the solvent they may be incorporated in between the 
packed molecules. Then it is said that an interstitial solid solution has been 
formed. A liquid solution that is solidified without crystallisation taking 
place forms an amorphous solid solution. Owing to restrictions on the rela-
tive size and the interactions between the components, the two crystalline 
types of solid solutions are rare for organic compounds. The amorphous 
solid solution will be the one formed for the experiments in the first part of 
this thesis.
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Figure 5. Schematic illustration of typical solid solutions on a molecular scale. 

Producing a solid solution of a drug with low water solubility in a solid hy-
drophilic matrix can increase the release rate of the drug upon dissolution 
tremendously. However, many pharmaceutical solid mixtures tend to form 
solid dispersions where the components have phase separated into domains. 
The small particle size obtained (usually in the nano to micrometer range) in 
this way is usually enough to improve the dissolution rate of a drug.  

Kinetics of transformations 

Owing to the very low molecular mobility in solid systems, transitions to 
thermodynamic equilibrium may take a substantially long time. The rate of 
transformation to equilibrium is often described by using the term activation 
energy. When going from one state to another the molecules of a system 
usually have to pass an energetically unfavourable transition state. The 
activation energy is the excess energy, over the average in the system that a 
molecule has to adopt to be able to reach and pass this state. In a solid few 
molecules possess the energy required and consequently transitions in the 
solid state are slow.  

Phase separations occur by different mechanisms, which have implications 
on the rate of transformation. A mixed liquid polymer system, for instance, 
may phase separate by a mechanism denoted spinodal decomposition. In 
the initial single phase, local concentration fluctuations occur and rapidly 
increase until a finely dispersed two phase liquid-liquid system has been 
formed.
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Re-crystallisation of the amorphous state often occurs through another 
mechanism, i.e. by nucleation and growth. Nucleation is the process of 
forming a nucleus, i.e., the initial particle onto which other molecules may 
adsorb and thereby making the crystal grow. If impurities or small heteroge-
neous regions are present in the amorphous phase, they may serve as starting 
points for crystallisation. Such nucleation is termed heterogeneous nuclea-
tion, whereas nucleation that is equally likely to happen at any location 
within the system is denoted homogenous nucleation.

The growth rate of crystals is dependent on the extent to which molecules 
can reach the surface of the crystal and orientate themselves once there, i.e., 
on the molecular mobility of the system. Hence the crystal growth rate in-
creases with temperature. The overall crystallisation rate is a combination of 
the nucleation and crystal growth rate. In Figure 6 a schematic plot of the 
crystallisation rate as a function of temperature is shown in which the contri-
bution from nucleation and molecular mobility are indicated. The molecular 
mobility is very low below Tg but increases rapidly above. The probability of 
finding molecules arranged into a cluster, i.e. a nucleus, decreases with in-
creasing temperature.9 Somewhere midway between the Tg and Tm the com-
bined effect of the two is at its highest, i.e. there is a maximum in the crystal-
lisation rate.

Figure 6. The overall crystallisation rate of an amorphous solid (solid line) as a 
function of temperature. Figure adapted from ref. 9.  
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Several equations exist, theoretical as well as empirical, to describe the over-
all crystallisation of an amorphous solid. The validity of these for a pharma-
ceutical system has recently been investigated.10 The most frequently used 
equations within pharmaceutical research is the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-
Kolmogorov (JMAK) equation.  

Avrami proposed a model for phase transformation in 1940 that assumed 
random formation of the nuclei of a new phase (e.g. the crystalline phase) 
followed by constant growth in all directions from these nuclei. A way to 
account for the impingement of the growing domains from different nuclei 
was also proposed, resulting in the general equation: 

)(1)( t
L

Eet    (3) 

where E(t)is a function that describes the imaginary fraction of the trans-
formed phase over time if the crystals are allowed to grow freely, without 
impinging on other crystals. In a real system, growth is limited and L(t) will 
eventually reach the value of one as the whole volume becomes crystalline. 

L(t) can thus be calculated if an expression for E(t) can be found. E(t) can 
be described in a general way by the integral: 

dIdYgt
t mt
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where Y( ) is the growth rate for one crystal in each dimension m, I( ) the 
nucleation rate and g a form factor. Y( ) is usually constant in each dimen-
sion, but the function I( ) depends on the mechanism behind the nucleation. 
The general solution of the integral combined with Equation 3 gives 

mkt
L et 1    (5) 

where k is an overall rate constant, and m will typically have a value be-
tween 1 and 4 depending on the number of dimensions in which growth oc-
cur and the nucleation rate. This relation can be used to obtain a rate constant 
for the crystallisation.  
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Properties of some excipients 

Several different excipients, i.e., compounds which are used to embed the 
active drug within a dosage form exist and they possess diverse chemical 
and physical properties.11 A short description follows of the excipients that 
will be discussed in this thesis. 

Lactose — a carbohydrate 

Lactose is a disaccharide that is one of the most commonly used fillers in 
tablets and capsules. Because of its many hydroxyl groups (see the chemical 
formulas in figure 7) it can interact with water through hydrogen bonding 
and hence dissolves easily in water. Lactose exists in two isomeric forms, -
and - lactose and may crystallise into three different crystal forms, the -
lactose anhydrous or monohydrate and anhydrous -lactose. Further sub-
classes have been identified, such as two different anhydrous -lactose
forms12 and a crystalline solid solution of - and - lactose13. The  form is 
predominantly used in solid pharmaceuticals but in water solution mutarota-
tion takes place whereby the /  ratio increases (to 1.5 at 25ºC)14. The melt-
ing point is for -lactose monohydrate 201-202 ºC, for the anhydrous -
lactose 223 ºC and for -lactose 252 ºC.11

Figure 7. Structural formula of -lactose (left) and -lactose (right) 

Lactose is easily made amorphous and is therefore of interest for use as a 
model compound for studies on re-crystallisation. The amorphous form is 
hygroscopic and the absorption of moisture lowers the Tg from 120ºC in the 
dry state to around 13 ºC when water is present in 8.5 weight percent (wt %) 
of the solid. This amount of water can be incorporated by equilibrate amor-
phous lactose with air at 44.4% relative humidity (RH).13 This means that, at 
room temperature, and RHs over ~ 40%, amorphous lactose exists above its 
Tg and is in the super-cooled liquid state. In this state re-crystallisation may 
occur rapidly because of the high molecular mobility of the system.  
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PVP — an amorphous polymer 

Poly (N-vinyl pyrrolidon) (PVP) is a water soluble polymer that can be ob-
tained in different molecular weights. The smallest repetitive unit, i.e. the 
monomer, is shown in figure 8. The number of monomer units per molecule 
in PVP K17, a lower molecular weight fraction (~10,000 g/mol), is approxi-

mately 90 whereas PVP K90, a high molecular 
weight fraction (~1,100,000 g/mol) consists of 
approximately 10,000 monomer units. As can be 
seen in the chemical formula, PVP is able to 
accept hydrogen bonds to one carbonyl oxygen 
but not to donate any. At high enough concentra-
tions in water solutions PVP adsorbs to the liq-
uid-air interface.15

In the solid state, PVP is amorphous and has no 
definite fusion temperature.  It is, however, 

chemically degraded at higher temperatures (~250ºC). PVP is mainly used in 
solid formulations for coating and as a binder in wet granulation. It increases 
the viscosity of water solutions and is hence used for adjusting consistency 
and stabilise emulsions.  

PEG — a semi-crystalline polymer 

Like PVP, poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) is water soluble and is available in a 
wide range of average molecular weights. The PEG polymer chain consists 
of the same monomer unit as poly (ethyleneoxide) (PEO). The monomer unit 
is shown within brackets in figure 9. The chemical structure of the polymer 
chain imposes interesting solubility behaviour in water, i.e., the solubility 
decreases as the temperature is increased. The average molecular weights 
mostly used in pharmaceuticals vary from 200 to 20 000 g/mol where the 
low molecular weights (up to 600 g/mol) are liquids at room temperature.11

Figure 8. Structural 
formula for the PVP 
monomer unit.
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Figure 9. Schematic illustration of the PEG lamellar structure. The extension in z 
direction is negligible compared to in the x and y directions.  

In the solid state PEG is semi-crystalline. Its molecules crystallise in a heli-
cal structure packed in layers, so called lamellae, with the axis of the helix 
perpendicular to the packing planes. The helix of the PEGs can be folded 
once or more times upon crystallisation. The folds and the ends of the mole-
cules constitute the volume in between crystalline the lamellae, whereby an 
alternating amorphous and crystalline structure is obtained i.e. a lamellar 
structure (see Figure 9). Upon crystallisation from a melt, longer polymer 
chains are more likely to fold. After primary crystallisation, an unfolding 
occurs which is a less demanding process for short polymer chains. The final 
degree of folding is hence determined by the molecular weight. PEGs larger 
than 4000 g/mol are found to be stable in forms that have been folded once 
or even more as the molecular weight increases.16 The lamellae form crystal-
lites that are arranged into macroscopically visible spherullites. 

Solid PEGs have relatively low melting points, e.g. 50-58ºC for PEG 4000 
and 60-62ºC for PEG 8000 which make them useful in the preparation of 
solid dispersions.11 However, their poor compaction properties make them 
unsuitable as a major component in tablets but are useful as binders in com-
bination with other excipients. In aqueous solutions PEG, as most water 
soluble polymers, increases viscosity and have, in addition, the ability to 
enhance aqueous solubility of drugs.   
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Monoolein — a lipid 

1-glyceryl monooleate (monoolein, MO) is a non-soluble polar lipid that 
appears in the digestion of ordinary triglycerides from nutritional fats and 
oils. The chemical structure can be found in Figure 10. MO swells and forms 
liquid crystals upon contact with water. The cubic phase and its dispersed 
form (cubosomes) have gained scientific interest.17

Figure 10. The chemical formula and a model of the lamellar packing of monoolein 
in the solid state.  

In the solid state, monoolein adopts a lamellar structure, giving the hydro-
philic ‘head-group’ (the glyceryl group) and the hydrophobic ‘tail’ (the hy-
drocarbon chain) of the molecules the opportunity to interact favourably (see 
Figure 10). A melted lipid that solidifies usually passes through different 
crystal forms before it reaches the most stable form. The main forms are 
denoted , ’ and . The molecules in the  form are in fixed positions, but 
rotates around the axis of the hydrocarbon chain. Within the planes the 
molecules are packed in a hexagonal structure. In the ’ and  form the rota-
tion has ceased and the difference between those polymorphs is only the 
packing within the plane (orthorhombic and triclinic, respectively).18 The 
polymorphs differ in melting point (25, 31 and 34 ºC, respectively)19 and 
WAXS diffraction pattern. However the lamellar thickness is unaffected by 
the transitions between the different forms and is therefore not detectable 
with SAXS.18
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Cyclosporine and desmopressin — two peptides  

Peptides are small proteins no larger than 100 amino acids. The abundant 
peptide bond in the chemical structure makes all peptides susceptible to 
chemical degradation in the gut and intestine. Because of this their bioavail-
ability is very poor after oral administration.  

Cyclosporine is an immunosuppressive agent used for the treatment of auto-
immune diseases. Sandimmune® Neoral® is a commercial product of cyc-
losporine, which has a self emulsifying carrier to improve its bioavailability. 
20Many of the amino acids in the chemical structure have hydrophobic side-
chains, which make this compound hydrophobic and hence poorly soluble in 
water (logP > 1).

Figure 11. Structural formula of cyclosporine and desmopressin (right).  

In contrast, desmopressin, a peptide used for the treatment of incontinence, 
is a hydrophilic (logP < – 4)21. Desmporessin is found in the commercial 
product Minirin® which in form of a tablet displays a very poor bioavailabil-
ity (0.1 – 0.16%). This can be attributed to the chemical instability in the 
gastro-intestinal fluids and poor transport through the gut wall.22
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Solid state methods 

Preparing pharmaceutical solids 

Often the same kind of techniques can be used for the preparation of amor-
phous solids that also are used for producing solid dispersions. At least, they 
may be categorised in the same way. Typically, there are three different 
principles: Dissolving solid materials and then removing the solvent by 
evaporation, a rapid solidification of a melt or the milling of dry powders. 
The latter can at least partially induce disorder in a material and cause mix-
ing of components on a molecular scale. These are the basic principles un-
derlying a variety of techniques that have been developed for the preparation 
of pharmaceutical solids. The summary below concerns only the methods 
relevant for this thesis. 

Spray-drying 

In spray-drying, freeze-drying and other solvent evaporation methods mixing 
is achieved by dissolving the components in a common solvent, preferable 
water. The techniques differ in what way the solvent is removed from the 
material. In spray-drying a solution, an emulsion or a suspension is sprayed 
into a hot stream of air, usually at 100-200ºC. The liquid droplets formed 
upon spraying are dried rapidly within seconds of the atomization. The time 
for crust formation, i.e. the transformation from a liquid solution to a solid in 
the outer regions of the particle, is much shorter than one second.23 The rapid 
evaporation makes this method useful for creating amorphous solid solutions 
with well defined particle properties. It is for instance possible to control the 
size of the particles formed by variation in the droplet size and the concen-
tration of the solute in the spray-drying liquid.24
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Solidification from melt 

The co-melting of components at elevated temperatures followed by solidifi-
cation through cooling, which should be rapid (quench cooling) if an amor-
phous state is to be obtained, is a commonly used method, at least on a labo-
ratory scale. The major drawback is the risk of degradation of heat-sensitive 
compounds. Despite this drawback, this method of preparation has regained 
new interest since a hot-melt extrusion process has been shown to be useful 
for the manufacture of pharmaceutical solids.25,26 In the hot-melt extrusion 
method, used within the polymer science for years, the components are 
heated, mixed and extruded, essentially simultaneously, minimizing the time 
that the materials are exposed to heat. 

Analysing pharmaceutical solids 

A variety of techniques are used to study solid pharmaceuticals. Powder 
functional properties, stability and biopharmaceutical performance are im-
portant issues to evaluate during development of a drug formulation. For 
instance by studying the release pattern of a drug from a formulation in wa-
ter or simulated intestinal fluids, indications of how the system works in vivo
can be obtained as well as indirect information on the solid state structure. 
However, since this thesis is aiming to study basic mechanisms for solid 
state structure formation more direct solid state methods are appropriate. The 
summation done below will only concern the methods relevant for this the-
sis.

Calorimetry

Calorimetric methods are based on measuring the heat released or taken up 
by a system in association with different chemical reactions or phase transi-
tions, such as melting and crystallisation.  

DSC

In differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) the enthalpy change, i.e., the heat 
transfer, to or from a system is measured as the temperature of the sample is 
increased (or decreased) constantly. The energy that is required to increase 
the temperature of the sample can be determined, which enables a calcula-
tion to be made of the heat capacity of a sample. Hence, the change in heat 
capacity that an amorphous sample displays as it passes through the glass 
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transition can be detected and, in that way, Tg determined. Since a phase 
transition involves the breaking and formation of bonds, energy will be re-
leased or taken up as such event occurs, enabling it to be detected. In this 
way, the enthalpy of transitions, e.g. Hm, can be quantified.

Microcalorimetry

Microcalorimetry is an iso-thermal method, which means that during the 
measurement the temperature is kept constant. Measurable transitions are 
induced by other means, for instance by increasing the humidity of the sam-
ple. The absorption of humidity into the sample is itself an exothermic (heat 
releasing) process and can hence be studied by microcalorimetry. Smaller 
heat transfers can be detected than are measurable with DSC, whence its 
name (‘micro-‘).  

Microscopy

The classical microscope, the light microscope, is one of the earliest research 
instruments used. Over time techniques making it possible to visualise very 
small objects have evolved. One of the latest inventions for this purpose is 
the scanning probe technique which is just a couple of decades old.  

AFM

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) also known as scanning force microscopy 
(SFM) is a scanning probe technique which visualises the surface structure 
by scanning a tip over a sample while a laser measures the deflection of the 
cantilever onto which the tip is attached. In this way the surface topography 
can be detected on a nano-scale and a 3D image of the sample obtained. 
Moreover, AFM may be run in different modes to obtain indications of some 
surface-related properties such as friction and rheology. In the AC (‘tap-
ping’) mode, the tip is oscillated over the surface during scanning. The am-
plitude of the oscillation is detected and, when interactions occur, the ampli-
tude and the oscillation phase will be affected. In this way, phase imaging 
can provide an image on the nano-scale of the different domains on a solid 
surface, provided that they interact with the tip in different ways.  
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Figure 12. A schematic illustration of the essential parts of an AFM.  

AFM has found applications in many areas, such as biological, polymer and 
materials sciences. The technique also has considerable potential in the field 
of pharmaceutics. It offers a unique means of scanning unprepared samples 
in different environments, including liquids, and at controlled temperature 
and relative humidity. A possible application could thus be the examination 
of solid systems during phase transformations, e.g., during crystallisation of 
amorphous materials.  

X-ray diffraction 

The scattering of light can be used to study a wide range of both liquid and 
solid systems. Detectable diffraction phenomena occur when a crystalline 
material which contains nano-scale periodicities within its structure, scatter 
electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths in the X-ray region. 

WAXS

When a crystalline sample is irradiated with X-rays it is producing a diffrac-
tion pattern that can be detected and analysed. Depending on whether the 
sample is a single crystal or a powder (consisting of many small crystals, 
randomly oriented) the diffraction pattern has to be detected and analysed in 
different ways. Preparation of single crystals of organic compounds is often 
problematic, which has made powder diffraction most used for pharmaceuti-
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cals. In powder diffraction, a ‘diffractogram’ is obtained showing with what 
intensities and what angles from the incoming beam the light is diffracted. 
From this conclusions can be made about the crystal form of the solid. Short 
periodicities in a crystal give rise to diffracted light at relatively large angles. 
In wide angle X-ray scattering/diffraction (WAXS/WAXD) these small dis-
tances are identified. Further information of non-perfect packed solids can be 
obtained. Small crystallites or the occurrence of non-perfect periodicities 
broadens the diffracted peaks and if there are amorphous domains within the 
sample broad bumps appear in the diffractogram at the expense of the sharp 
peaks characteristic of a crystalline material. Powder diffraction is one of the 
most important solid state characterisation methods within the pharmaceuti-
cal area.  

SAXS

With the WAXS technique, structure related spacings that are found within 
most kinds of crystals can be studied. These spacings correspond to dis-
tances between atomic planes within the crystalline structure; typically 1 – 
50 Å. Longer spacing give rise to diffracted light at small angles. The detec-
tion then has to be made at greater distances from the sample to increase the 
resolution so that the diffracted light can be separated from the primary 
beam. This is the set up used for the small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) 
technique, which can be used to study repetitive spacings from 10 to several 
hundred Ångströms. This often corresponds to the dimensions of a lamellae 
of semi-crystalline polymers and liquid crystals and, consequently, the tech-
nique is used for studying such systems. In SAXS the ‘scattering vector’ is 
often used to described the scattering instead of the ‘scattering angle’. 

Figure 13. A schematic illustration of the essential components in X-ray diffraction. 

A common way to analyse diffraction data from semi-crystalline polymers is 
to calculate the one dimension correlation function. This is the cosine trans-
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form (a half sided Fourier transform) of the Lorentz corrected intensities, 
i.e., the background corrected intensity multiplied by the scattering vector 
squared. A more thorough description of the procedure is found in Paper III 
of the thesis. The information obtained is the length of the overall periodicity 
(L) of the lamellar structure and the length of the crystalline (lc) and amor-
phous domains (la) in the direction of the lamellar packing in a semi-
crystalline polymer (see Figure 9).  

Spectroscopy

If a material is exposed to radiation it may absorb the energy from the radia-
tion in several different ways. For instance, -electrons in an aromatic struc-
ture can be excited to a higher energy level by ultra-violet light. The vibra-
tional energy of a chemical bond can be increased by absorption of infra-red 
(IR) light. The energy of the light absorbed or of the light transmitted from 
the material as it relaxes back to its initial state can be detected and can pro-
vide useful information about the material. In nuclear magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy (NMR) as well as IR spectroscopy absorbed energies are de-
termined (upon exposure to radiofrequency radiation and IR light, respec-
tively). Measurement of these energies enables, for instance, determination 
of the components present, their amount and interactions taking place, within 
the material.  

ESCA

The electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA) technique is 
founded on an analysis of the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons emitted 
from a sample exposed to monochromatic X-ray radiation. Each element 
present in the sample releases electrons with specific kinetic energies. As 
electrons only can travel a very short distance in a solid sample without los-
ing energy, only electrons originating from a thin surface layer — down to 
about 10 nm — give rise to the characteristic spectral lines. Photoelectrons 
from deeper layers lose their kinetic energy and form a continuous back-
ground on the low kinetic energy side of each characteristic line. However, 
the main part of the ESCA line intensity originates from just the top 3 to 
4 nm. Furthermore, when flat and very smooth samples are studied at a graz-
ing emission angle, the main signal originates from an even thinner surface 
layer, of approximately 1 nm. Consequently, the ESCA method is extremely 
surface specific. Since the measurements have to be conducted in ultra-high 
vacuum, samples containing volatile components, such as water, are not 
suitable. Organic materials usually have to be dried extensively before meas-
urements can take place.  
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Current research

The concept of embedding a drug in a carrier by formation of either a solid 
dispersion or an amorphous solid solution is a well established procedure 
within the field of solid formulation. However, there are only a few products 
on the market today which are based on these kinds of systems, largely be-
cause of instability of these products on storage, which is a consequence of 
the systems not being in equilibrium.  

Despite this, many research groups, both within academia and in the phar-
maceutical industry, have put a great deal of effort and are investing re-
sources on research in this area. The obvious advantages that could be 
gained if the stability problem were to be solved still make these formulation 
concepts appealing. Where very few alternatives exist they could provide a 
means to formulate drugs with very low solubility and poor stability in solid 
dosage forms intended for oral delivery.  

Amorphous solid solutions 

Physical stability 

A promising approach to increase the physical stability of amorphous solid 
solutions has been the addition of polymers possessing a high Tg to the 
amorphous material. It was clear from early studies that the addition of a 
high Tg polymer would increase the Tg of the system as a whole27. The mo-
lecular mobility of an amorphous material is much lower below Tg and hence 
an increase in the Tg was expected to result in a decrease in the re-
crystallisation rate. The concept of stabilising the amorphous state through 
the addition of a polymer was initially presented by Zografi and co-workers 
in 199628 and has since then been applied to several systems. Examples of 
polymers are Ficoll (a cross-liked synthetic polysaccharide)28, dextran29,30,
PVP28,31, hydroxypropylcellulose32 and poly(vinylpyrrolidone-co-
vinylacetate)33 which have been used to stabilise drugs such as indometha-
cin34 and nifedipin35 and sugars, e.g. lactose8,31,36,37 and sucrose38,39. It has 
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also been shown that adding PEG to lactose had a negative effect on the 
stability since PEG has a much lower Tg than lactose36,40. As a rule of thumb 
for the stabilisation of pharmaceuticals, Hancock et al (1996) proposed that 
the Tg of a solid pharmaceutical product should be at least 50 ºC above the 
storage temperature.41 This corresponds to storage at the Kauzmann tempera-
ture.

Already from the early crystallisation studies it could be concluded that the 
expected relation between inhibited crystallisation and an increase in Tg was 
poor for some systems. Particularly when PVP was used as stabiliser, the 
crystallisation could be significantly retarded while the Tg of the system 
remained unaffected.28,31 A probable explanation for this discrepancy is the 
occurrence of an interaction between the polymer and the amorphous com-
ponent upon mixing the components.33,42 The consequence of this interaction 
seems to be twofold: a deviation from the ideal Gordon-Taylor equation30

and excessive stability in comparison with the increase in stability antici-
pated from the increase in Tg.31

With the intention of gaining a better understanding of these issues and of 
identifying a more suitable parameter than Tg to indicate physical stability, a 
number of alternative methods have been evaluated. Theories emerging from 
more fundamental research on the nature of the amorphous state have led to 
the use molecular mobility and of relaxation times as alternative parameters. 
These can be determined using various methods such as DSC,41,43 NMR44

and dielectric measurements35,45,46 which show that detailed information can 
be obtained on mobility and interactions in the amorphous state. The impor-
tance of nucleation has been evaluated.47,48 Nucleation was, for instance, 
found to determine which polymorph of indomethacin was formed. In a re-
cent study molecular mobility and relaxation rates upon addition of PVP 
have been determined and found useful both for prediction of stability and 
giving information on interactions taking place in those amorphous mix-
tures.35,49

The importance of particle size on the re-crystallisation rate of amorphous 
indomethacin has been emphasised by Crowley and Zografi34 It was pro-
posed that the particle surface is likely to possess a large number of nuclea-
tion sites and that crystallisation mostly originated from there. Hence, a sys-
tem with a large surface area, i.e. consisting of smaller particles, would crys-
tallise more rapidly. 
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Absorption of humidity

Another important issue is in what way humidity influences an amorphous 
material and affects its stability. Microcalorimetry gives information on the 
absorption and desorption of water in association with crystallisation.37,50-52

Sorption studies are, however, usually conducted gravimetrically both when 
the equilibrium moisture contents are studied and when kinetics of adsorp-
tion into amorphous solids are of interest.53-55 This method has revealed, for 
instance, that physical mixtures of lactose with ‘internal desiccants’ such as 
PVP displays increased physical stability as the RH increases.56 The im-
proved stability against humidity-induced re-crystallisation of amorphous 
solids brought about by incorporating PVP has been evaluated in several 
publications. 28,31,32,39 A systematic investigation of the stability of spray-
dried composite particles has recently been performed in a PhD thesis, where 
the influence of RH, PVP molecular weight and amount on storage stability 
and compaction properties were studied. 57

The effect of moisture on the molecular interactions in the amorphous state 
has recently been investigated in a study where IR spectroscopy was used to 
show that the hydrogen bonding within sucrose and lactose decreased as 
water was absorbed.8 In another study it was concluded that sucrose and 
PVP interact, probably by hydrogen bonding, in a solid solution of sucrose 
and PVP.49 No decrease in the interaction strength between the sucrose and 
the polymer could be detected as the moisture content was increased. How-
ever, the RH of these studies was very low (11 and 22%, respectively) and 
may not reflect the conditions above Tg.

Some interesting examples on the impact of moisture on amorphous materi-
als have been published by Buckton and co-workers55,58,59. Both the rate of 
water desorption and the re-crystallisation rate of freeze-dried lactose were 
affected by degree of collapse of the amorphous material. It was concluded 
that a collapsed material crystallises at lower temperatures than an un-
collapsed one.59

Lipids in solid dispersions 

The theory on the physical stability of the amorphous phase is equally appli-
cable to solid dispersions since there are usually domains within the structure 
that are amorphous, and hence susceptible to solid state transformations. The 
large interface to bulk ratio that a dispersed system possesses further con-
tributes to its instability.  
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A survey of recent publications reveals that many different aspects of solid 
dispersions have been subjected to examination. Furthermore, some exten-
sive reviews focusing on aspects of drug formulation have been published 
within the last few years.60-62 However, since the latter part of this thesis 
specifically concerns a lipid dispersed in solid PEG, the following section 
will be devoted to research relevant to this mixture. 

The idea of creating a self-emulsifying drug delivery system (SEDDS) that 
forms a liquid microemulsion upon dissolution in water has been around for 
some time and resulted in the commercial formulation of cyclosporine, 
Sandimmune® Neoral®.20 As the number of drugs with poor solubility and 
stability (e.g. proteins and peptides) increase, interest in a similar system 
denoted ‘dry emulsions’ has emerged.63,64 Here spray-drying or freeze-
drying is used to obtain a solid enclosing pre-dispersed fatty domains. In 
principle, this results in the same type of system as spray-dried or freeze-
dried cubosomes or solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs). 

Solid lipid nanoparticles 

In lipid formulations, hydrophobic drugs are dissolved in an oil or a solid fat 
which, upon ingestion, will be digested and hence able to release the drug for 
absorption from the intestine. To circumvent inconsistency in the bioavail-
ability, owing to variations in digestion before and after food intake and 
amongst individuals, it has been proposed that SLNs could be used for oral 
delivery of poorly soluble compounds.65,66 SLNs are solid lipids dispersed to 
nano-sized (< 1000 nm) particles to give better controlled drug release prop-
erties than ordinary lipid formulations. For parenteral administration SLN 
dispersions are thought to have superior biocompatible properties to poly-
meric nanoparticles and better stability than liposomes.61 Peptides such as 
cyclosporine have successfully been incorporated in these particles.67,68 Re-
cent studies have shown that spray-drying and freeze-drying of SLNs is pos-
sible, which, in addition to the improved storage properties of parenteral 
SLN formulations, would enable SLNs to be incorporated in solid oral dos-
age forms.60,69

SLN are usually prepared by dispersing the lipid in the liquid state at ele-
vated temperatures. The fatty emulsion droplets formed are then able to dis-
solve an added hydrophobic drug. Subsequent crystallisation of the lipid via 
the  and ’- to the stable -form usually results in expulsion of the incorpo-
rated drug during storage.61 Addition of lipids with different chain-lengths 
can promote the stabilisation of a more disordered state of the solid lipid.70,71

These kinds of systems are denoted nano-structured lipid carriers (NLC) and 
seem to be more suitable for drug incorporation than ordinary SLNs.  
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Cubic phase in drug delivery  

Some polar lipids or mixtures of lipids swell upon contact with water and 
form a cubic phase i.e. a liquid crystal in which lipid and water are arranged 
in a cubic structure of nanometre dimensions.72 Both the aqueous and lipid 
domains within the structure are continuous which provides unique opportu-
nities to incorporate many different kinds of compounds. Thus, this phase is 
potentially useful for several applications such as protein crystallisation73

and drug delivery.17,74 It has been shown that a variety of peptides can be 
incorporated into the cubic phase where they become protected from degra-
dation of simulated intestinal fluids.74Dispersions of the cubic phase, i.e. 
cubosomes, could provide similar advantages as the dispersed solid lipids 
and have, therefore, been proposed as drug delivery vehicles.75-77

PEG solid dispersions

The relatively low melting point makes PEG a suitable matrix for the prepa-
ration of solid dispersions by co-melting. The use and properties of PEG in 
solid dispersions are comprehensively described in the literature.5,25,78 Some 
studies have focused on the influence of molecular weight on the release 
pattern of model compounds25,79The ability to dissolve the drugs to form a 
solid solution is an important issue here. However; the release process is 
complex and therefore difficult to predict.25,79 Improvement in the ability to 
dissolve certain substances, for instance griseofulvin and indomethacin into 
solid PEGs, have been the focus of numerous studies.80-84 One interesting 
result in this respect was that the addition of a variety of surfactants and 
cyclodextrines can be useful for these purposes. The solid state mixing be-
haviour of lipids with PEG have not been as extensively examined but re-
cently the melting behaviour of different fatty acids in mixtures with PEG 
has been investigated.85 Another interesting system is the ‘NanoCrystals’ 
where drugs are dispersed in liquid PEG which solidifies after filling into 
capsules.62 The advantage was claimed to be the preparation of nano-
particles in a non-aqueous medium. 

Semi-crystalline polymers 

Semi-crystalline polymers such as PEO and poly(oxymethylene) have re-
cently been studied by SAXS.86-89 In these studies a second component was 
added to the semi-crystalline polymer and its influence on lamellar packing 
observed. In these studies the one dimensional correlation function was cal-
culated and used to study polymer folding within the lamellae. The results 
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indicate that added components is being incorporated into the amorphous 
domains of the lamellar or they may be expelled from the lamellar struc-
ture.86

AFM

AFM is a recently introduced method within the pharmaceutical field. Its 
most obvious application is probably in the visualisation of surfaces and of 
macromolecules attached to them. Developments are taking place rapidly 
and applications that seize upon the ability to register interactions between 
the tip of the cantilever and the samples continually appear in the literature. 
A few examples will be presented here. 

Through the AFM detection of different kinds of surface related properties, 
such as friction, it has proved to be possible to differentiate between crystal 
forms of a drug in a mixed powder sample.90 Moisture sorption on lactose91

has been quantified by this technique (colloidal probe), as have friction and 
adhesion on a micro scale 92,93 However the literature on the use of AFM for 
the study of the crystallisation processes is limited. Trojak and co-workers 
reported that the surface roughness increased significantly as a film of amor-
phous felodipine crystallised 94 and Beekmans and co-workers used AFM to 
study the kinetics of crystal melting of poly(ethylene oxide)95. The surface of 
crystals in solution and of crystallising amorphous lactose have been visual-
ised by AFM.96 Thus, a variety of applications have been explored lately 
and, in addition, the technique is continually being developed. In this re-
spect, the micro-thermal analysis is one of the developments that seems to 
have potential in the field of pharmaceutical materials research because of its 
possibility to induce melting locally and thereby making it possible to iden-
tify domains within a solid dispersion, for instance.97-99
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This thesis in perspective of current research

During the last decade, there has been a tremendously rapid development of 
methods for identification of chemical and biological compounds to be used 
as new drugs. These methods often generate drug candidates that are very 
potent in terms of biological activity but at the same time problematic from a 
biopharmaceutical viewpoint. Consequently, the focus of solid formulation 
research has shifted lately towards finding ways to improve the solubility of 
hydrophobic substances and the stability of proteins and peptides. The chal-
lenge is to create a beneficial environment within the solid structure that can 
protect and release these substances upon storage and usage. 

The literature survey conducted in the previous part of the thesis revealed 
that several concepts have been put forward for handling these issues. 
Amongst these, embedding the drug in an amorphous material may be ad-
vantageous. Other approaches mentioned have been the preparation of solid 
dispersions and lipid formulations. These solutions appear to be beneficial in 
the sense that the materials to be used can easily be chosen from already 
approved excipients and food constituents. For instance, different kinds of 
carbohydrates are used for protein formulation and naturally occurring lipids 
for formulating insoluble compounds. 

It is well recognised that the mixing of different excipients by a suitable 
method can give rise to materials with functional properties for drug formu-
lation. However, it is not always easy to predict the properties of a mixture 
from the properties of the individual components. Trial and error could be 
reduced if a deeper understanding of the formation and transformations of 
the solid state structure were to be obtained. This kind of knowledge is cru-
cial if one is to make a rational choice of components and preparation tech-
nique for solid formulations. 

In this context, many polymers are of particular interest and display several 
useful qualities. In addition to the properties that they possess because of the 
chemical structure of their monomer units, their molecular weight, i.e., the 
chain length is of importance for their solid state behaviour and for deter-
mining the way in which they will mix with other components. 
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A method that has emerged and appears to be useful for creating functional 
materials is the spray-drying technique which can generate an amorphous 
material in the form of particles. However, as was obvious from the litera-
ture review, a major concern is the poor physical stability of the amorphous 
state. The theory of the physical stability of amorphous materials is well 
established because of the numerous studies that have been conducted in 
recent years, but the stabilising effect of co-mixed polymers is not fully un-
derstood, not at least in particulate materials. In order to gain further knowl-
edge, it would be advantageous to implement methods that can allow studies 
to be conducted on a single particle level. One method that can meet these 
demands is atomic force microscopy, which has gained increased interest in 
this field lately. The technique has a high resolution and can be used to probe 
a particle surface while re-crystallisation occurs. Of particular interest for 
AFM studies of such a phenomenon on single particle level is the stabilising 
effect of PVP on lactose, since it could provide information on the crystalli-
sation mechanism of a bulk system which consists of numerous particles. A 
considerable amount of studies have been done on bulk samples of these 
compounds by other methods. 

AFM could also be useful for the characterisation of solid dispersions owing 
to its ability to detect nano- to micro metre sized domains by the use of 
phase imaging. The possibility of preparing solid dispersions and solutions 
by co-melting components has gained new interest lately, as a consequence 
of the transfer of the hot-melt-extrusion technique from polymer science to 
pharmaceutical applications. Here the polymer PEG provides a useful matrix 
for the dispersion of hydrophobic drugs in the solid state because its semi-
crystalline nature exhibits properties that are useful in drug formulation. The 
amorphous content may make it possible to incorporate other components 
into the structure. However, eventually, a hydrophobic additive will usually 
crystallise to form a separate, dispersed phase, whereby a solid dispersion is 
formed.

An interesting idea could be to use this phase separation to create a pre-
dispersed lipid system, i.e., a solid dispersion that will transform into a lipid 
dispersion upon dissolution. Dispersing a lipid in the dry state might prevent 
leakage of the incorporated drugs during preparation, which is a problem 
when the process is carried out in water. Using MO as a model lipid could be 
of additional interest here, since it gives rise to a cubic phase upon contact 
with water and consequently may be able to accommodate a large variety of 
drugs. MO dispersed in water, a type of cubosome, has shown great drug 
carrier abilities.  

Within polymer related research of polymers SAXS is a widely used tech-
nique for the study of solid semi-crystalline polymers. In the context of solid 
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dispersions, it would be interesting to use this technique to obtain structural 
information on a nano size scale. In addition, it might give information on 
the mechanisms by which hydrophobic components are incorporated in 
PEGs. The MO/PEG system is considered to be suitable for the observation 
of the general mixing behaviour of a semi-crystalline hydrophilic polymer 
with a lipid.
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Aims of the thesis  

The underlying idea behind this thesis was to study phase formation and 
transformations in mixed solid systems of a pharmaceutical interest. A spe-
cial emphasis was put on the usefulness of the AFM and SAXS techniques to 
characterise materials that could adopt both amorphous and crystalline 
states.

Two different systems were chosen and specifically the following points 
were focused on: 

1. Amorphous particles of lactose with PVP 
The possibility of visualising the crystallisation of amorphous spray-
dried particles was evaluated using AFM 
Measuring the kinetics for the crystallisation 
Characterising the surface composition and crystallisation as a func-
tion of added PVP molecular weight and concentration. 

2. Solid state mixture of PEG and MO 
Characterising MO/PEG solid dispersions formed by co-melting and 
solidification
Visualising solid dispersion domains by AFM  
Studying the lamellar packing of PEG and MO in the solid disper-
sion by the use of SAXS and DSC  
Studying the effect of the molecular weight of PEG and of added 
cyclosporine and desmopressin on the phase formation of the solid 
dispersion
Studying the incorporation of these peptides into the structure 
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Preparation and characterisation of the systems 

Lactose / PVP
Preparation of particles 

Lactose and composite lactose/PVP particles were prepared by spray-drying 
(Niro Atomizer A/S, Denmark) water solutions of the components. The 
composite particles comprised of 5 and 25% PVP with two different molecu-
lar weights, either PVP K17 (10,000 g/mol) or PVP K90 (1,100,000 g/mol). 
Particles of a certain size (5–15 m), known as the size fraction, were se-
lected by air classification (Alpine 100 MZR, Alpine AG, Germany) and 
stored at room temperature in a desiccator with P2O5 (0% RH). X-ray dif-
fraction analysis indicated that the particles were completely amorphous 
(Diffractor D5000 Siemens, Germany). 

AFM

AFM imaging was performed at 25 ºC using a PicoSPM (Molecular Imag-
ing, AZ, USA) in acoustic AC mode. During scanning the particles were 
dispersed on a glass slide, which made imaging of single particles possible. 
The RH was adjusted by mixing dry nitrogen gas with humidified nitrogen
gas (bubbled through deionised water) before introducing the gas mixture 
into a hermetically sealed chamber in which the sample was scanned.  The 
RH was monitored while scanning, using a calibrated hygrometer.  

For kinetic measurements, single particles were scanned repeatedly at low 
RH, whereupon the RH was quickly increased to induce the crystallisation. 
The time point at which the rise in RH was brought about was taken to be 
the start of the experiment. The images were then obtained, with each scan 
lasting for 10 minutes, until no more observable changes could be detected. 
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AFM image analysis 

The average deviation (AD, also known as rugosity) was determined from 
the topography images using the software provided with the AFM equipment 
(Visual SPM, Molecular Imaging, AZ, USA). The rugosity is defined by 

n

yy

AD

n

i
i

1    (6) 

where n is the number of data points and yi the height coordinate of the ith
data point and ¯y the average height coordinate of all data points. The frac-
tion of the surface that had been crystallised, called the ‘fraction of surface 
crystallised’ (  was calculated using:  

ADav = L ADcr + (1- L) ADam   (7)

where ADam was measured from the topography images of the un-
crystallised smooth particle surface and ADcr determined from images of the 
surface after crystallisation. These values were plotted versus time for each 
particle studied and the crystallisation rate constant determined by fitting the 
JMAK-equation (Equation 5) to the plot. 

ESCA 

The ESCA analysis was made with a Scienta ESCA-300 instrument on tab-
lets (Ø 13 mm) prepared by compaction (<10 MPa) of approximately 
200 mg of spray-dried particles. The surface composition was calculated 
from the relative amount of the element present determined by measuring the 
area under the oxygen 1s and nitrogen 1s lines in the ESCA spectra and from 
the molecular formulas of the components. 

MO / PEG 
Preparation of solid mixtures 

Solid mixtures of PEG with different amounts of MO and peptide were pre-
pared by melting the components at 70 °C (MO/PEG 4000 samples) or 
120 °C (MO/PEG 1500, 4000 and 8000, with and without peptides) in glass 
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ampoules for 20 min during intermittent vortexing. Solidification subse-
quently occurred upon storage at room temperature (23 °C). The samples 
were stored for at least six weeks and a light grinding of the samples in the 
glass ampoules to produce a crude powder was done before using it for DSC 
and X-ray diffraction analysis.

DSC

DSC was performed in dry nitrogen gas using a Seiko DSC 220 differential 
scanning calorimeter SSC/5200H (Seiko, Japan). The analysis of each sam-
ple (2-4 mg) was started after 5 minutes of cooling at 0 C, by heating at a 
rate of 5 C/min until a temperature of 150 C was reached and the sample 
had been completely melted. The heat of melting per gram sample ( Hm)
was determined by measuring the area of the peak representing the melting 
of each component. The weight fraction of the MO phase was determined 
from  

     
  (8) 

SAXS

SAXS experiments were performed with a Kratky camera (Hecus X-ray 
systems, Graz, Austria) for 3 h in a vacuum using Cu K  X-rays (of wave-
length 1.542 Å) provided by an X-ray generator (Philips, PW 1830/40, The 
Netherlands). Diffracted X-ray was detected with a linear position-sensitive 
detector (MBraun, Garching, Germany). 

The experimental SAXS diffractogram allowed the one-dimensional correla-
tion function to be calculated from the scattering originating from the PEG 
lamellar structure. This yielded values for the L, lc and la of the lamellar 
structure of PEG within the samples. For the MO/PEG 4000 a mere trunca-
tion of the diffractogram was enough to eliminate the influence of the MO 
diffraction peak on the calculation of the one dimensional correlation func-
tion of the PEG structure. An alternative way to eliminate the scattering from 
MO was implemented in order to reduce problems with overlapping peaks in 
the diffractograms. A theoretical peak, of the type known as split Pearson 
VII, was fitted to the MO diffraction peak and subtracted from the diffrac-
tion pattern before the correlation function was calculated.  
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WAXS

WAXS was performed on the MO/PEG 4000 samples with a Diffractor 
D5000 (Siemens, Germany) equipped with a scintillation detector using Cu-
K  radiation, 45 kV and 40 mA. Bragg-Brentano focusing geometry was 
used and each sample measured twice to ensure that the X-rays did not in-
fluence the sample. 

AFM

AFM imaging was performed by using a PicoSPM (Molecular Imaging, AZ, 
USA) in the acoustic AC mode. Various temperatures were tried in the range 
10 to 50 ºC to find a detectable contrast between the MO and PEG domains. 
Scanning was done on differently produced surfaces of the samples, i.e., the 
ones formed in contact air, glass or cleaved mica and surfaces formed either 
by cutting or by grinding the samples. 

Results and discussion

Lactose / PVP 
Particle surface composition and topography 

AFM and SEM revealed that the spray-dried lactose particles were relatively 
spherical displaying only minor deformations. The particles containing PVP 
had a more uneven surface topography. AFM images in Figure 14 shows 
typical images of the different particles. It was apparent that particles with 
the highest PVP content (25%) showed the highest degree of surface folding. 
Since PVP increases the viscosity of water solutions, it can be hypothesised 
that the contraction taking place in the spray-drying process was affected by 
the presence of PVP and may have contributed to the folded surface topog-
raphy of the particles. 
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Figure 14. 3D AFM topography images of dry spray-dried composite particles con-
sisting of lactose and PVP. The compositions of the different particles are (a) pure 
lactose, (b) 25% PVP K17, (c) 5% PVP K90 and (d) 25% PVP K90.  The length of 
the side of the 3D section is 10µm.  

The surface layer (~10 nm thick) of the spray-dried composite particles was 
richer in PVP than in the remainder of the particle. The composition of the 
particle surfaces is presented in Table 1. The PVP surface enrichment was 
further confirmed by measurements at a 10° grazing angle, which showed 
that the PVP content was highest in the topmost layer.

.

Table 1. Surface composition, the RH interval where smoothening of the particle 
surface was observed and Tg measured on dry powders consisting of the different 
spray-dried particles.

Particle composi-
tion 

Surface composi-
tion of particle  
(wt % PVP) 

Observed surface 
smoothing at RH 
(%)  

Tg (ºC) of dry 
powder  
(from ref 28)  

Lactose —   44 – 48   116.8 

5% PVP K17 31   52 – 56   117.2 

5% PVP K90 26   51 – 56   117.5 

25% PVP K17 56   57 – 60   117.7 

25% PVP K90 51   60 – 66   117.8 
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The total amount of PVP in the sample seemed to be more important for the 
surface composition than the molecular weight of the polymer. As it has 
been shown that PVP adsorbs to the water-air interface15, it seems likely that 
the PVP was enriched at the droplet surface during the spray-drying, before a 
surface crust was formed, which could possibly explain the higher surface 
content of PVP K17 compared to PVP K90. The hundred times smaller PVP 
K17 can be transported faster in a water solution and hence would be likely 
to reach the surface to a higher extent than PVP K90 during the short period 
that the liquid droplet exists (<< 1 s).23

Response to increased relative humidity 

When particles were exposed to higher RHs (> 40%), a gradual swelling and 
smoothening of their surface occurred. This transition was detected within an 
RH interval, which average value was dependent on the particle composi-
tion. These RH intervals are shown for the different types of particles in 
Table 1. A typical image of a particle before and after smoothening is shown 
in figure 15. Particles containing PVP had to be exposed to a higher RH than 
those of pure lactose before the smoothening of the surface occurred. 

Figure 15. A typical 3D AFM topography image of a particle before and after 
smoothening due to increased RH.  
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The smoothening of the lactose particle surface occurred at an RH where the 
lactose had incorporated water to such an extent that the Tg was as low as the 
ambient temperature. Hence it is likely that the smoothening of the surface 
was enabled by the increased molecular mobility associated with the transi-
tion from the glassy state to a super-cooled liquid (i.e. the rubbery state). The 
surfaces of the PVP containing particle, on the other hand, were probably 
less flexible owing to their high PVP content and, consequently, required a 
higher RH to be smoothen.  

Figure 16. AFM amplitude images of a single amorphous lactose particle crystallis-
ing at 50% relative humidity. The time given for each image represents the time 
from when the RH was increased. First image was scanned before start of experi-
ment. 

The particles eventually crystallised at a rate that was dependent on the RH 
and the amount and molecular weight of the PVP. In figure 16 it is shown 
how small crystallites appeared on the smooth surface and grew continu-
ously until the whole surface was covered. The crystallites of pure lactose 
could be described as rectangular shaped depressions which were more or 
less distorted by the presence of 5% PVP, whereas the surface of the parti-
cles that contained 25% PVP was covered with humps that grew over time 
and were typically arranged in lines or clusters at different locations (see 
figure 17). 
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Figure 17. AFM amplitude images of crystallising lactose/PVP particles. (a) Pure 
lactose, (b) 5% PVP K17, (c) 25% PVP K17, (d) 5% PVP K90 and (e) 25% PVP 
K90. White bars in images indicate 1µm. 

Quantification of crystallisation 

In order to quantitatively analyse crystal growth, the possibility of measuring 
the growth rate of single crystals on the surface was examined. In the case of 
pure lactose it was possible to measure the length and width for a number of 
crystals (n = 4) on the same particle at different time intervals and plot the 
results as a function of time as shown in figure 18. All quantitative meas-
urements were made on flattened topographical images of the particle sur-
faces. The relationships were approximately linear, with an expected devia-
tion from linearity after approximately 90 minutes, caused by crystals start-
ing to impinge on the space occupied by other crystals around that time. The 
crystal growth rate was then determined from the initial linear slopes. The 
average rates of growth were 14.4 ± 3.1 nm/min on the long axis and 
6.9 ± 2.4 nm/min across the width of the crystallites of pure lactose at 54 % 
RH.
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Figure 18. Growth of single rectangular crystals (n=4) as a function of time, width 
(triangles) and length (circles). Linear regression done on solid dots. Mean values. 
Error bars denote standard deviations. 

The property of interest for the present analysis was the degree of surface 
crystallinity. To be able to measure this property the surface roughness pa-
rameter AD was determined on flattened topographical images. The AD-
values obtained at different time points together with those determined on 
the amorphous surface (ADam) and on the crystalline (ADcr) of a particle were 
used for calculating the fraction of surface crystallised ( L).

Figure 19. Fraction of crystallised surface as a function of corrected time. Values 
determined from average deviation data obtained from three separate runs. Solid line 
shows best fit to the general JMAK equation. 
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Figure 19 shows  for pure lactose plotted as a function of time. The solid 
curve represents the best fit of the JMAK equation (Equation 5) to the data 
and as can be seen, a good fit was obtained, from which the rate constant 
was obtained for the crystallisation. This procedure was repeated for parti-
cles containing PVP whose crystallisation rate had been measured for a 
range of RHs. The plot of rate constants as a function of RH can be found in 
Figure 20.  

Figure 20. The rate constant of surface associated crystallisation plotted versus RH 
for pure lactose (filled circles) and lactose with 5% PVP K17 (filled squares), 5% 
PVP K90 (filled diamonds), 25% PVP K17 (x) and 25% PVP K90 (filled triangles). 
The solid line curves indicate best fit of an exponential function. 

The presence of PVP obviously inhibited crystallisation in the way that a 
higher RH was needed to obtain a crystallisation rate that was measurable at 
in time-scale of the AFM measurement. The obvious exception here was the 
set of samples containing 25% PVP K17 where the values were scattered 
and the dependence on RH was less clear cut. The reason for this was proba-
bly an at this time unexplained lack of uniformity in the amount of PVP in 
the different particles. Alternatively the number of nucleation sites could 
have been reduced to less than one per particle.

The inhibition that PVP had on the crystallisation rate seemed to be more 
dependent on the amount of PVP present than on the molecular weight (at 
5% PVP). This was unexpected since the molecular weight is usually con-
sidered to have a large impact on the ‘time to the crystallisation peak’ as 
measured by MC on lactose/PVP powder samples.31 The surface associated 
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crystallisation studied here may, however, be affected by the surface adsorp-
tion that evidently occurs in the spray-dried particles. The indications that 
the PVP content of PVP K17 is higher than that of PVP K90 at the surface 
may contribute to a higher inhibition than expected from the molecular 
weight.

Table 2.  The parameters obtained from the fit of Equation 9 to the measured rate 
constants. R is the regression coefficient. 

Particles k0  / min-1 b / RH-1 R 

Lactose 2.61 10-6 0.151 0.9989 

5% PVP K17 7.07 10-11 0.289 0.9810 

5% PVP K90 1.00 10-13 0.376 0.9915 

25% PVP K17   —   — —

25% PVP K90 9.86 10-28 0.754 0.9406 

The higher exponential increase in the rate constant was analysed by fitting 
an exponential equation 

bRHekk 0 .    (9) 

The obtained k0 and b values from the fit of Equation 9 can be found in Ta-
ble 2. The k0-values correspond to the value of k extrapolated to where the 
RH is equal to zero. These values reflect the relative stability i.e. the shift of 
the RH where crystallisation reaches a detectable level as well as the stabil-
ity at dry conditions. The exponential raise of the rate constants, i.e. the b-
values, increased as the PVP content increases. This phenomenon can be 
interpreted as a higher sensitivity to an increased RH above the point where 
crystallisation was detected. This shows that the absorption of water into the 
particles affect the stabilising effect of PVP. It seems that nucleation could 
be inhibited to a larger extent than the molecular mobility when PVP was 
present and the moisture content in the particles increased. The RH at which 
crystallisation appeared was higher in the composite particles but when nu-
cleation eventually occurred the rate of crystallisation was rapid. This em-
phasises the importance of understanding the mechanisms of stabilization of 
amorphous composites in terms of interaction between mixed components 
and as a combination of nucleation and growth.
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MO / PEG 
Phase identification

Unpublished results from earlier studies within the research group indicated 
that a solidified melt of MO and PEG 4000 formed a solid dispersion where 
the MO was dispersed as small domains within the structure. This conclu-
sion was drawn from dynamic laser scattering experiments where such a 
sample had been dissolved in water and the size of the dispersed particles 
that were released then measured. The size of the domains of MO in water 
was found to be approximately 200 nm. 

DSC was performed on the solid samples which confirmed the expected 
PEG and MO phase separation upon solidification. Two separate melting 
peaks were visible in the DSC melting thermogram (see Figure 21), ap-
proximately overlapping the melting peaks of the pure components.  

Figure 21. DSC thermograms of MO/PEG 4000 solid state mixtures. The lower 
endothermic peak shows the melting of MO and the higher the melting of PEG. 

The melting point of MO was nearly constant over all compositions of the 
MO/PEG 4000 mixture while, the melting point associated with PEG de-
creased gradually as the amount MO increased (Figure 22). The MO/PEG 
1500 and MO/PEG 8000 mixtures exhibited the same melting characteristics 
for the compositions studied (0-25 and 0-45 % MO, respectively) so it could 
be concluded that the MO/PEG mixture behaved like a monotectic system.  
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Figure 22. Melting temperatures determined from peak maxima in DSC thermo-
grams. The upper curve (liquidus line) indicates the melting of PEG and the lower 
one (solidus line) the melting of MO. The upper grey line shows the once folded 
PEG melting temperature while the lower one represents the melting of the second 
MO phase.  

MO displayed a double melting peak for the mixtures of MO/PEG 4000 and 
MO/PEG 1500, with the first peak appearing when MO was present in 
5 wt % in both types of mixtures and the second MO phase detectable at 10 
and 15 wt % MO, respectively.  

A WAXS diffraction pattern of the MO/PEG 4000 samples showed diffrac-
tion peaks originating from the -form of MO in the samples with 20 and 30 
% MO. As WAXS indicated no other MO polymorphs than the -form, the 
higher melting point for the second form can be explained by a different 
incorporation of this form into the PEG structure 

Incorporation of MO 

Figure 23 shows the amount MO phase that was formed when the total frac-
tion of MO (XMO) was increased in the mixtures comprised of PEG of the 
different molecular weights (1,500, 4,000 and 8,000 g/mol). Under the as-
sumption that all MO which could not be detected within the separate MO 
phase was incorporated into the PEG-rich phase, the DSC-data shows that 
the PEG-rich phase in the different PEGs contained approximately 20, 8,5 
and 5 % MO, respectively. By analysing the shape of the PEG melting peak 
in the DSC thermograms it was evident that the folding of PEG increased 
with MO content. 
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Figure 23. Amount MO phase formed at different compositions. The average mo-
lecular weights of the PEGs in the mixtures are 8000 (diamonds), 4000 (triangles) 
and 1500 (squares). Error bars indicated standard deviation and straight lines best fit 
to linear region of the plots. 

From the SAXS data analysis conducted for Paper III it was evident that the 
amorphous length of the PEG lamellar structure, la, increased in parallel with 
the increasing amount of MO that was intercalated as determined by DSC. In 
Figure 24 the change in dimensions of the lamellar structure are changing as 
MO content increases is shown. As WAXS data detected no affect on the 
crystalline packing of the PEG, it could be safely assumed that the MO was 
not intercalated into the crystalline phase. Thus it was concluded that the 
MO is incorporated in the amorphous parts of the lamellar structure. 

Figure 24. Obtained L (circles), lc (squares) and la (triangles) for the lamellar struc-
ture of PEG 4000 in mixtures with MO. XMO is the weight fraction of MO in the 
mixture. 
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A 10% reduction (typically) in all calculated distances (L, la and lc) was evi-
dent when comparing the results obtained from the analysing procedure de-
scribed in Paper IV, compared with the one used in Paper III. However, 

comparisons of distances for the same types 
of samples analysed by the same method were 
considered to be appropriate. The crystalline 
distance (lc) decreased for both PEG 4000 and 
8000 with increasing wt % MO, which indi-
cates that the degree of folding had increased 
(see Figure 25). PEG 1500 unfolded when 
mixed with MO so that lc became equal to the 
length of an extended polymer helix. Hence, it 
seemed to be necessary for folding to take 
place for of MO to be incorporated in PEG 
4000 and 8000. PEG 1500 on the other hand 
is more unstable in the folded forms. A simple 
estimation based on the dimensions of the 
PEG unit cell100 and lamellar structure shows 
that PEG 1500 has greater volume in between 
the extended crystal lamellae in which to ac-
commodate MO than the extended PEGs of 
higher molecular weights. This may also con-
tribute to the larger observed capacity to in-
tercalate MO. 

The PEG unfolding over the first week of 
storage occurred simultaneously with the ap-
pearance of a second MO phase that was de-
tected with DSC in the mixtures of MO/PEG 
1500 and MO/PEG 4000. It is likely that a 
second MO phase forms upon expulsion of 
MO from the PEG structure and that this is a 

consequence of the unfolding process. There was no second form detected in 
the mixture comprising of MO and PEG 8000. From this observation it was 
hypothesised PEG 8000 intercalated less MO early in the solidification proc-
ess, which led to that less MO could be expelled upon unfolding. This can be 
argued by considering the driving force for phase separation, which usually 
is larger for polymers of higher molecular weight, because there is less en-
tropic loss than for the corresponding low molecular weight polymers. In 
addition, PEG 8000 is more stable in the folded state which was confirmed 
to be true with SAXS data in this study. This hypothesis could explain why 
PEG 1500 has a large amount of incorporated MO even if there is an expul-
sion of the lipid upon the unfolding of the PEG helices.  

Figure 25. L (circles), lc
(squares) and la (triangles) of 
the lamellar structure of PEG 
in mixtures with PEGs of 
different molecular weights.
XMO is the weight fraction of 
MO in the mixture. 
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AFM imaging 

The imaging performed on MO/PEG samples did not give reproducible re-
sults. Although some images were of good quality the variability made it 
impossible to obtain systematic results. It is likely that the soft MO domains 
were the source of the inconsistencies since the problems increased with 
increasing MO content. A smearing of the images was indicative of MO 
having become attached to the tip. In Figure 26 an example of a good image 
is shown, displaying possible domains.  

Figure 26. AFM topography, phase and amplitude images (from left to right) of the 
solid dispersion of MO in PEG 4000. Different domains are clearly visible in the 
phase image (middle) where the white area almost certainly shows separate MO 
phases. 

Incorporation of peptides 

In this study we were also interested in how a potential drug would incorpo-
rate into the structure. A hydrophilic (desmopressin) and hydrophobic (cyc-
losporine) peptide was chosen for this purpose and one or the other of these 
peptides was added to an amount that corresponds to 20 wt % of the MO 
wt %. At these concentrations no significant effect could be detected on the 
measured parameters using DSC and SAXS. The only noteworthy observa-
tion was a 10Å increase in lc for all the samples containing desmopressin. 
The reason for this is not clear. Problems with dissolving the peptides in the 
melted mixture of PEG and MO may have contributed to the absence of 
positive results. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

In this thesis the transformation of amorphous lactose/PVP particles into the 
crystalline state and the formation of phases in solid dispersions of MO in 
PEG were studied. The first of these systems can be described as a solid 
solution which was induced to phase separate by exposure to humidity. The 
second one, essentially a solid dispersion, phase separated upon solidifica-
tion from a co-melt. Although these systems are quite different, they have 
fundamental biopharmaceutical, physical and chemical features in common. 
In particular, both the amount and the molecular weight of the polymers in 
the systems were important for the phase formation and transformations 
studied.

Moisture induced transformations of amorphous 
particles 

Amorphous materials could have significant benefits for the formulation of 
pharmaceuticals if the problems with the physical stability over time were to 
be solved. The propensity for a material to crystallise is usually studied using 
powder samples by methods such as DSC, microcalorimetry and gravimetry
but these techniques restrict one to the use of powder samples. In contrast, 
AFM is a technique that can visualise the surface of single micro-sized parti-
cles. In the first part of this thesis, this ability was utilised to map the surface 
topography of spray-dried particles when dry and whilst absorbing water 
from humid nitrogen gas. The plasticizing effect of the absorbed water, as 
the RH increased, was manifested by a smoothening and swelling of the 
particles that took place within an RH interval associated with an increased 
molecular mobility of the system. A further increase in the RH induced re-
crystallisation of the particles which could be monitored by the AFM in-
strument. In contrast to the traditional methods used, AFM revealed that the 
crystallisation was a continuous process on the scale of individual particles 
and could be described in terms of nucleation and crystal growth.   
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The crystallisation of spray-dried lactose particles was successfully quanti-
fied through the surface roughness parameter ‘average deviation’, which 
enabled the fraction of the surface of the particles that had been crystallised 
to be determined as a function of time. This procedure opened up the possi-
bility of analysing the kinetics of crystallisation with the JMAK equation. 

It is known that addition of a polymer increases the physical stability of an 
amorphous solid. The way in which PVP is incorporated into a lactose parti-
cle upon spray-drying and whether this is important for the stability had not 
been studied previously. AFM analysis and ESCA, used in conjunction, pro-
vided a means of studying the particle structure and of examining the stabi-
lising effect of the polymer on a single particle level. The PVP was enriched 
at the surface of the composite particles and its presence clearly inhibited the 
moisture-induced crystallisation, which had been anticipated. However, in 
contrast to the results obtained from earlier microcalorimetry measurements, 
the effect of the molecular weight was small, which could be a consequence 
of the AFM images examining the surface associated crystallisation and not 
being able to detect the processes occurring inside the particles, as well as an 
effect of the high PVP content in the surface region (~10Å depth).

Particles containing PVP were more sensitive to increasing humidities above 
the RH at which crystallisation was first detected for the type of particle 
under investigation. This shows that the absorption of water into the particles 
affects the stabilisation induced by the incorporation of PVP. Such destabili-
sation emphasises the importance of understanding the mechanisms behind 
the increased stability of amorphous composites, in terms of interactions 
between mixed components and inhibition of both nucleation and growth. It 
also implies that the effect of addition of PVP observed at high humidity 
cannot be readily extrapolated to dry or low moisture conditions.

Through the use of AFM, single particles were studied under well controlled 
humidity and temperature conditions without being affected by other crystal-
lising particles. This enables systematic investigations to be made of how 
one single particle responds to and crystallises upon changes in RH, which is 
important for understanding the crystallisation of a collection of particles as 
is found in a power sample or tablet. In addition, the effect of PVP on spray-
dried particles could be studied, which was of particular interest because it 
shows the importance of the way in which a polymer is incorporated into the 
particles for the stability introduced by the polymer. AFM is able to indicate 
at a very early stage when small amounts of crystalline structures are present 
on a particle’s surface and may, therefore, be a valuable tool for the charac-
terisation of pharmaceutical solids. 
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Phase formation in MO / PEG solid mixtures 

Solid lipids dispersed into nano-sized particles have a great potential for use 
as drug delivery vehicles. The production of these particles is usually carried 
out in an aqueous media by applying large forces to the lipid to break it up 
into smaller units (e.g., by high pressure homogenisation, high speed stirring 
or ultra sonication). Surfactants are often used to decrease the particle size; 
however, this is bound to impose toxicological problems. In last part of this 
thesis an alternative approach was introduced for dispersing solid lipids, 
where the inherent phase separation properties of a lipid (MO) and hydro-
philic polymer (PEG) were utilized. In addition, this solid mixture was use-
ful because it provided information on how the phases of solid dispersions 
and solutions formed. 

A melt of MO and PEG appeared as one single phase, which phase separated 
upon cooling. Preliminary data have shown that there is a formation of nano-
sized MO domains within the solid mixture upon solidification in room tem-
perature. In this thesis, the structure of the solid mixture of PEG and MO 
was further investigated using DSC, WAXS and SAXS. Pure MO phase and 
a PEG-rich phase were formed upon solidification, as anticipated. The 
amount of MO that was incorporated into the PEG-rich phase depended on 
the molecular weight of the polymer and was achieved by intercalation of 
MO molecules into the amorphous domains of the PEG lamellar structure. 
The PEG with the lowest molecular weight (PEG 1500) incorporated the 
largest amount of MO. It was hypothesised that a PEG with a higher molecu-
lar weight would phase separate to a greater extent during the initial solidifi-
cation, thereby leaving less MO in the PEG-rich phase, compared to the 
amount in the low molecular weight PEG. Our results revealed that MO 
could crystallise into two types of phases, one already present shortly after 
solidification, and the other formed as more MO was expelled from the 
PEG-rich phase upon the unfolding of PEG molecules. However, the latter 
form was not detected in the PEG 8000 mixture which, according to the hy-
pothesis, was due to a low MO content in the initials PEG-rich phase, ac-
companied by a lower propensity for this molecular weight to unfold. The 
amount of MO consequently expelled from the PEG 8000 structure was be-
low the detection limit of the methods used.  

The incorporation of drugs into lipid particles is notoriously difficult; nowa-
days it is considered that these problems are be best overcome by preventing 
the lipid particle from completely crystallising to its most stable form, i.e. 
the -form. A crystallisation of the lipid is generally considered to be ac-
companied with an expulsion of the drug from the lipid phase. The formation 
of lipid domains within the solid PEG did not seem to prevent the formation 
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of the most stable form of MO. Furthermore, even if two forms are present 
in the mixture, it is plausible that both are of the -form, differing only in the 
way they are incorporated into the solid structure of the mixture. The addi-
tion of peptides did not impose detectable changes on the structure of either 
the MO phase or the PEG-rich phase. 

The introduction of these procedures in the analysis has shown that solid 
mixtures involving PEGs can be used to disperse lipids. Incorporation of 
peptides into the structure has to be further evaluated and AFM was not able 
to visualise the domains formed. However it is evident that SAXS could be a 
tool of use for obtaining information on the degree of folding within a mix-
ture comprised of semi-crystalline polymers when lipid components are to 
be incorporated into its structure. This opens up new possibilities for the 
study and control of the formation of solid dispersions, in particular for the 
production of finely dispersed solid lipids. 
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